There is a relation between Nowak's conjecture for stable cohomotopy dimension and the problem about coincidence of classes of C-compacta and weakly infinite dimensional compacta.
One of the central problems in dimension theory of infinite dimensional spaces is to distinguish the class of compacta with C-property from the class of weakly infinite dimensional compacta. Recall that a space X is strongly infinite dimensional provided that it contains an infinite essential family {(B:, BJ}, i.e., a sequence of disjoint pairs of closed subsets such that for any collection of closed separators {S,} (Si separates By and B, ) the intersection nz, Si is not empty. An infinite dimensional space which is not strongly infinite dimensional is called weakly infinite dimensional.
For weakly infinite dimensional compacta there is a stratification: {countable dimensional compacta} c { C-compacta} G {weakly infinite dimensional compacta}. Pol constructed [4] a compacturn with C-property which is not countable dimensional.
A compact metric space X has property C provided for each sequence It easy to see that for finite dimensional compacta c-dims X = dim X. The aim of this paper is to prove the following: Suppose that X is a strongly infinite dimensional compacturn with the infinite essential family {B:, B;}. In order to complete the proof it is sufficient to construct for every n a set A, c X and a mapping n,, : A,, + S" such that all suspensions E"nn are essential. Apply induction to derive essentiality of .Ekn,, from the diagram (I"-ID,). 0
